
Comments on SproatKimmo KoskenniemiDepartment of General LinguisticsFIN-00014 University of Helsinkikimmo.koskenniemi@helsinki.fiSproat's paper describes work done at Bell Laboratoriesconcerning text to speech (TTS) synthesis. The paper andthe work is particularly interesting and novel because the ap-proach is genuinely multilingual. The treatment of several lan-guages which are not closely related to each other seems tolead to more general solutions and models in the descriptionof various components of the language.Relation to other researchThe work is very closely related to a set of previous papers bythe author, and other researchers such as Fernando Pereira,Michael Riley and Mehyar Mohri. Much research has beenconducted at AT&T Research and at Bell Laboratories in the�eld of weighted �nite-state transducers. This paper buildson top of the results of the earlier paper.The approach resembles the work done at Xerox PARCand at RXRC in Grenoble. The use of weighted transducersseems to be a signi�cant di�erence, and the resorting to dy-namic construction of compositions (instead of precompiledtransducers).InteractionsThe approach is based on �nite state transducers as the ba-sic formalism in modeling the various components involved inthe TTS. This choice lets one decompose the problem intosmaller modules in a natural way and de�ne the interactionsbetween the modules in terms of the intermediate represen-tations. This kind of a framework has the advantage of beingeasy to understand and explicit for the builders of the rulesand descriptions for the system. At the same time, this ap-proach may impose certain restrictions concerning the inter-actions between various representations and modules.Neighboring representations may interact, but representa-tions or modules further away cannot have any e�ect (unlessthe relevant information is repeated in all intervening repre-sentations). It would be nice to hear a short account whethersuch problems (with the interaction of more distant represen-tations) are met at all in the building of the descriptions.TokenizationThe paper makes a full commitment to describe the tokeniza-tion, including punctuation and various abbreviations. Howdoes the tokenization in the current project di�er from that

of the RXRC team, and especially of the paper of Jan-PierreChanod and Pasi Tapanainen (at this workshop)? (E.g. whenthe tokenization is ambiguous such as French de même.)Also Finnish would provide demanding facilities for the pro-cessing of numerals and the percent sign, e.g. \to 521 pupils"would be in Finnish 521 oppilaalle, but morphemically this is�ve + inessive + hundred + inessive +two + inessive + ten + inessive + one + inessive +pupil + inessiveThus, the various components of the compound numeral agreeindividually in number and case with the noun head.ModularizationThe overall scheme used for relating the pronunciation PRand the written form or spelling SP is given as:SP S � MMA = 20 Lword � MR D ! MR Lword�! MMA P�! PRwhere MMA stands for the minimal morphologically moti-vated representation, and MR for morphological representa-tion.This is a nice and elegant setup. Are there any argumentswhich would prefer the current approach over the followingone (or vice versa)?=20SP L � MR = 20 D �MR Lword�! MMA P�! PRThe lexicon transducer D might be available from othersources, or it might motivated by other applications. In somelanguages, the orthographic form might be further away fromthe pronunciation.ExperiencesI would be interested in hearing some information on the e�ortspent on writing the rules and descriptions for the variousmodules, and about the ease of writing them. What kind ofmethodology was followed, or would appear to be suitable?WeightsI would like to hear more about the use of weights. How arethey incorporated in the description or rule formalism, andhow are the values of individual weights set?c 1996 K. KoskenniemiProceedings of the ECAI 96 WorkshopExtended Finite State Models of LanguageEdited by A. Kornai.



Does the introduction of weights in the transducers signi�-cantly increase the complexity of manipulating them? Whichfactors prevent the precompilation of the larger combinedtransducers? Is the presence of weights signi�cant in this re-spect?Software and documentationWhat documentation of lextools is available for people outsideATT Research and Bell? (I found the references no. 10, 11,and 15 to be available from the The Computation and Lan-guage E-Print Archive http://xxx.lanl.gov/cmp-lg/). Will thesoftware be available for educational or research purposes?
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